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Foreword
"Strong cultural identity enables one to feel proud of themselves and speaking and maintaining
one's language raises self-esteem and enables one to feel good about themselves. Traditional lan
guage is important for maintaining strong cultural connections. Where traditional languages have
been taken away from communities, a sense of loss, grief and inadequacy develops. To keep com
munities and generations strong, traditionaf language being passed from one generation to another
is vital''.
1

Brooke Joy, descendant of Boandik peo1Ple from the Mount Gambier region in South Australia (Community,
identity, wellbeing: The report of the Second National Indigenous Languages Survey, 2014) The United
Nations General Assembly has declared 2019 as the International Year of Indigenous Languages
(IYIL2019) and we are pleased to dedicate this edition of Medha to the UN initiative.

Sydney Sanskrit School has established a tradition of promoting linguistic pluralism. The school has
worked with Dharawal Community to produce a "Sing Along CD in Dharawal and Sanskrit", intro
duced Dharawal National anthem in school programs, composed an ode to Australia in Sanskrit, all
of which are celebrated at all school proorams. It is heartening to note this concept is contagious and
is catching on to other communities.
"Language is more than just a means t,o communicate, it is an essential characteristic that makes
people and communities unique and plays a central role in a sense of identity. Language also car
ries meaning beyond the words themsellves and is an important platform within which much cultural
knowledge and heritage is passed on.''
Despite Australia endorsing The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 2009, of the
250 Indigenous Australian languages including 800 dialectal varieties that were spoken on the con
tinent at the time of European settlement in 1788, only 13 traditional Indigenous languages are still
acquired by children and approximately another 100 or so are spoken to various degrees by older
generations, with many of these languages at risk as Elders pass away. On a melancholy note, we
mourn the loss of a notable Dharawal Eilder, Les Bursil, OAM, whom the school worked with closely
for many years since Dharawal-Sanskriit Bi Lingual Project. Les was "'the knowledge holder on all
things Dharawal" and his passing is an immense loss to the nation, we pay our respect to his pas
sion, knowledge and guidance.
We thank the NSW Government's Community Language program for supporting language schools,
Principal, staff of our hosting schools in Marsden Road, Glenwood, and Darcy Road Public Schools
in Liverpool, Glenfield and Wentworthville. We acknowledge the passionate support provided by the
Federation of Community Languages, NSW as well as support from all local members of the govern
ment who have always been vocal supporters of multicultural Australia.
The committee lauds students, from kindergarten to high school, who spend many glorious after
noons and evenings in pursuit of knowlHdge; hardworking, dedicated, passionate teachers, parents
and volunteers who, despite their hectic work week devote their weekend and evening time with
school children.
With sincere acknowledgement to all the custodians of community languages contributing to mul
ticultural and multilingual Australia, we pay respects to the traditional custodians of Australia, The
First Australians, their elders past and present. The editorial team present to you the tenth edition of
Medha with a diverse set of articles that delve into science, psychology, metaphysics, Upanishads
highlighting the relevance and significance of languages in social, cultural, health, spirituality, medi
tation, dance and yoga by authors passionate in thejr fields, for your reading pleasure.
We hope you enjoy this.
Regards
Sydney Sanskrit School Editorial Team
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21st October 2019
To
Shree Karthik Subramanian
President
Sydney Sanskrit School
Namaskar
I am pleased and feel honoured on sending my best wishes and blessings to the Sydney
Sanskrit School on the valuable contribution given to the community since 2006. My
heartfelt best wishes and congratulations to the Sydney Sanskrit School team of
teachers, students, volunteers and everyone else on their Annual Functions
“Samaskrutotsavam” to be held on 9th November 2019.
Education with a value system has to be so designed that righteousness in the heart is
developed in young minds. I express my thank on behalf of the Temple and the
community to Sydney Sanskrit School promoting the language Sanskrit in the society
through holistic education involving spirituality. It is a boon for the young generation
who are benefited from this worship of knowledge. With the help of this education
each student would reach his/her highest potential intellectually, physically,
emotionally and spiritually.
It is my privilege to express my gratitude and convey blessing for success from myself
and on behalf of Sri Mandir, The First Hindu Temple, to the School on this annual
event.

Pdt. Jatinkumar Bhatt
Jyotish Alankar, Ratnam, Bhaskar and Ratnakar
Marriage Celebrant and Justice of Peace (NSW)

Priest of Sri Mandir, The First Hindu Temple
Auburn NSW 2144

SRI MANDIR 286 Cumberland Road, Auburn NSW 2144 | PO Box 332 Auburn NSW 2144 |
Web : www.srimandir.org | Email : srimandir@htomail.com |
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Celebrating Hindi language in Australia



By Pandit Narayan Bhat

िसडनी स
ं ृ त िवालय मातृ भाषाओ ँ का उव मना रहा है और इस अवसर पर
ऑे िलया म िकस पकार हदी भाषा का िवकास आ और हो रहा है इस पर थोडासा
िलखने का पयास कर रहा ँ.
हदी भाषा को गौरव करने के िलए िवरासत म बत कुछ पा आ है. सम
ृ शाली
ु त भाषा वक्ष
इितहास की धिन हदी भाषा को एक सम
ृ के प म देख तो इस का िचत
कुछ इस पकार होगा.
मूल िजस का स
ं ृ त भाषा है पाकृ त एवं अपभश
ं की मजिविशत शाखाओ ं से सौरसेनी
ु बदं ु ल
े ी मथैली एवं वज भाषा इािद पशाखाओ ं की भािंत
मारवाडी अवधी भोजपरी
उ ई .
ऐसे सम
ृ भाषा वक्ष
ृ पर हदी भाषा का उदय एक पिरप फल की भािंत आ और
ु म अपने एक िविशान को पा कर िलया.
आधिु नक यग
लगभग ७००व ईसव पूव र् से हदी भाषा का इितहस पारंभ आ और आज इस भाषा को
करीब ४२.५ करोड़ लोग पयोग करते ह .
हदी भाषा को भारत की रा भाषा होने का महान गौरव पा है तथा भारत से बहार भी
ु
अनेक देश म इसका पयोग होता है ज ैसे िफजी मॉरीशस गयाना
सूरीनाम दिक्षण
अफीका इािद.
ऑे िलया म भारतीय मूल के िनवािसय का इितहस लगभग २५० वष का िमलता है
पर ु सन २००० से अिधकतर भारतीय लोग ने ऑे िलया को अपना िनवास ान
बनाया। ABS २०१६ की जन गणना के आधार पर १५,९६३२ लोग ने हदी को अपनी
ु हदी भािषय की
मातृ भाषा बताया था. एस बी एस हदी सेवा की एक सव के अनसार
स
ं ा ३०% की औसत से बढ़रही ह।ै
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जब से हदी भाषी ऑे िलया म रहने लगे ह तभी से िविभ सग
ं ठन के माम से इस
का पचार पसार करने का सराहनीय पयास जारी ह।ै िसडनी म हदी समाज की ापना
१९८९ के दशक म ई और आज अनेक संाये हदीशाला भी चलारहे ह । हदी के
पचार म एस बी एस हदी रेिडओ का भी अा योगदान रहा है एवं िह हेिरटे ज
सोसाइटी ने भी िसडनी म अनेक वष तक "हदी पितयोिगता" (Hindi Oratory) का
आयोजन कर यवु ाओ ं के मन म हदी के पित िजज्ञासा उ की।
ु
सल ड एसोिसएशन ऑफ़ हानी ल ग्वेज ू ल, कल्चर एंड वेलफे यर के अनसार
यह स
ं ा सल ड म १९९२ से हदी भाषा के िवकाश म योगदान दे रही है.
हदी भाषा की बढ़ती लोकिपयता के चलते ू साउथ वेल्स, िवोिरया एवं सल ड म
सरकार ने अपने पाकम म हदी को सििलत कर िलया ह।ै
ु भाषाओ ँ के साथ ८व ान पर ह।ै
ऑे िलया म आज हदी भाषा का ान अ म
यदा कदा यह प आता है की "इस देश म हदी भाषा सीखने से ा लाभ होगा?"
इस प पर िवचार करना सभी के िलए अिनवायर् हो जायेगा  की भाषा के वल
अिभि का माम ही नह है वरना यह हमारी स
ं ृ ित, सता को जीिवत रखने का
एकमात उपाय है. िजस की स
ं ृ ित एवं सता िमटगई वह अपने मूल से पथ
ृ क
होजायेगा और जो मूल से अलग हो जाता है उसका अपना अि खतरे म आ
जायेगा।
िही भाषा का हमारे जीवन म ा मह है इस िवषय म रा िपता महाा गाध
ँ ी
सिहत अनेक िवान के िवचार.
 दय की कोई भाषा नह है, दय-दय से बातचीत करता है और िही दय की
भाषा ह।ै रािपता महाा गाध
ं ी
 िही स
ं ृ त की बेिटय म सबसे अी और िशरोमिण ह।ै - िगयसनर्
 स
ं ृ त की िवरासत िही को तो ज से ही िमली ह।ै - राल साक
ं ृ ायन
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 िही भाषा और िही सािह को सवागसदं ु र बनाना हमारा कतर् ह।ै
- डॉ. राजद
 पसाद

 िनज भाषा उित अहै, सब उित को मूल। - भारत हिरदं
 म मानती ं िक िही पचार से रा का ऐ िजतना बढ़ सकता है वस
ै ा बत कम
चीज से बढ़ सके गा। - लीलावती मश
ंु ी

 राभाषा िही का िकसी क्षेतीय भाषा से कोई संघषर् नह ह।ै - अनंत गोपाल
शेवड़े
 िही ही भारत की राभाषा हो सकती ह।ै - वी. कृ ामी अर
 राीय एकता की कड़ी िही ही जोड़ सकती है। - बालकृ  शमार् 'नवीन'

 िही को तरु ंत िशक्षा का माम बनाइए। - बेिरस केव

 िही हमारे देश और भाषा की पभावशाली िवरासत ह।ै - माखनलाल चतवु द ी

इस लेख का के वल एक ही उदेश्य है िक हदी जन जन की भाषा बन सके  िक
हदी के पास सम
ृ श कोष ह।ै उव मनाने की स
ं ृ ित ह।ै विैदक सािह का मूल
है. हमारा िवास है की आनेवाले समय म यह िव की सवर् िपय भाषा बनेगी और लोग
गवर् से कह ग े "हम हदी भाषी ह "।

Pt Narayan Bhatt is a Hindu Priest, marriage celebrant and a
Sanskrit Scholar. He has been proactive in promoting Vedic culture
and spirituality to the younger generation and is one of the founding
members of The Hindu Heritage Society, , a charitable organisation
dedicated to promote Education, Arts and Hindu Religious
Heritage. The organisation is working towards promoting the values
of Hinduism in Australia and has a strong and dedicated team of
people. Hindu Heritage Society Inc is growing and has been well
received by the community. He speaks fluent Hindi, English, Nepali,
Gujarati and Sanskrit languages.
He obtained his Shastri degree from the Sampurnanand University
of Varanashi in master’s degree (MA) in Sanskrit from the Gurukul
University of Haridwar Uttaranchal. He has studied Vedas,
Upanishadas, Ramayan, Gita, Chanda Shasras, Kavya Shasrtas
and other related Sanskrit literature. He narrates beautiful katha of
Ramayan, Bhagwatam and Devi Bhagwatam.
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"Durvasana pratikara dasakam"
("Remedies to Counter Negative Habits" in Ten Verses)
(Presented by Samba Murthy)

“Durvasana prathikara dasakam” is a work of ten verses by Sri Vidhyaranya Swami,
12th Jagatguru of Sringeri Saradha Peetam. Sri Vidhyaranya Swami is a prolific
author of many Vedantic texts, one of them being the famous Panchadasi. Dasakam
means a work of ten verses. Vasana means a habit, a tendency, an inclination.
Durvasana means unhealthy inclination, negative habit. These durvasanas are the
hurdles to overcome for a sadhaka seeking Athma jnanam. Even if one manages to
complete Sravanam and Mananam successfully, one cannot get established in
Athma Jnanam and gain Jnana nishta without overcoming these durvasanas.
Prathikara means remedy and this work lists various types of durvasanas along with
the remedy and cure for each durvasana. The durvasanas and remedies as stated
in the work are easy to understand and do not need any elaborate explanation. With
this brief introduction let us enter the work.
Verse 1

I

pratarvaidika karmatastadanu satvedanta sanchintaya
paschat bharata moksha dharma mananaath vasishtha ramayanatI
sayam bhagavatartha divya kathaya ratrou nidhidhyasanat
kalo gacchatu nassharirabharanam prarabdha kantarpitam II1II
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May your time be spent (thus), offering your life to prarabhdha for maintenance of
body etc.; in the morning by discharging the duties ordained as per Vedas; thereafter
by reflecting on noble (teachings of) Vedanta; after that by (reading / listening to) the
Moksha dharma in Mahabharatha and Yogavasishtam in Ramayana and in the
evening by (reading / listening to) the divine story of Bhagavatam and in the night by
meditation.
In this verse a general and comprehensive list of activities for a grihastha seeker and
sanyasi seeker is given. The routine for sanyasi is study of scriptures including
Ithihasa and puranas and Nitidyasanam. For the grihastha the nithya naimithika
karmas, listening to Bhagavatha purana and study of selected portions like Moksha
dharma in Mahabharatha and Yogavasishtam in Ramayana, engaging in activities
for maintenanance of body- mind complex and worldly transactions with the
understanding that these are governed by one’s prarabhdha and with an attitude of
surrender to God.
Verse 2

ajnanam tyaja hey mano mama sada brahmatma sambhavanat
sankalpan sakalanapi tyaja jaganmithyatva sambhavanat
kamam sadhana sadhya dukha nivaha dhyanat ajasram tyaja
krodham tu kshamaya sada jahi balat lobham tu santoshataha II2II

Oh! My mind! Give up Self-ignorance through proper understanding of Brahman and
Jivatma. Get rid of all fancies and actions (to satisfy desires) also by the realization
of the unreal nature of this world. By considering the fact that procuring worldly
objects is a difficult and endless effort, get rid of desire always. Overcome anger
through forgiving, (and) greed by conscious effort through adopting an attitude of
contentment in life always.
By understanding one’s Real nature as Brahman one should give up identification
with the finite, mortal body-mind-complex due to Self-ignorance. Sankalpas are the
fanciful thoughts for future, not only for themselves but also for the entire family,
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which the author advises to give up through the understanding of the mithyatvam of
the world. One should give up all binding desires with the understanding of the three
doshas they all suffer from, namely dukha misritatvam, atriptikaratvam and
bandhakathvam i.e mixed with suffering, not fully satisfying and acting as a bondage.
As anger has the potential for disastrous consequences to one, it should be given up
up through patience and tolerance. Through cultivating a feeling of contentment and
self-satisfaction one should overcome the greed.
Verse 3

I
II II
jihvopastha sukhabhramam tyaja manah paryanta duhkhe kshanat
parushyam mrudu bhashanat tyaja vruthalapa sramam mounataha
dussangam tyaja sadhu sangama balat garvam tu bhange kshanat
ninda duhkhamanindya devamuni durninda katha samsruteh II3II

O mind! By realizing (that) ultimately (it will only lead to) misery, give up the illusory
pleasure (that) the tongue (and) the genitals provide. Give up talking harsh by
speaking softly and soothingly. Practising silence avoid wasteful effort in indulging in
useless talk. Give up bad company by deriving strength from the company of the
good and righteous people. Give up arrogant pride by realizing that some one could
humble you too! By recalling the stories (you have heard) of criticism of venerable
gods (and) sages, give up unhappiness arising out of others criticizing you.
In this verse the author entreats the mind to give up indulgence in sense pleasures
be it of tongue or genitals or any other sense organ by perceiving the possible
misery to follow. He advises one to employ sweet and pleasurable language on all
occasions, giving up harsh language in any occasion; to avoid needless prattle by
practicing mounam regularly; to give up pride and arrogance with the understanding
that fall follows the pride; and not to lose one’s cool when insulted or criticized
remembering that avatara purushas like Sri Rama and Sri Krishna were also
subjected to insults and criticism.
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Verse 4

nidram satvikavastusevakataya swapnam sada jagarat
rogan jirnamitasanat jahi sada dainyam maha dhairyataha
arthanartha parigraham tyaja vrutha samsarga santyagataha
strivanchan tyaja dosha darshana balat duhkham sukhatmekshanat II4II

By taking to Satvic pursuits avoid sleeping (for long hours). Always by being alert
(and practical and realistic), avoid day dreaming fantasies in life! By taking proper
medicines overcome diseases. Always overcome the feeling of helplessness by
mustering mental strength. Get over the desire for hoarding and accumulating
property by giving up all unnecessary interactions and transactions. Get over
temptation for women by thinking of the possible ill effects of excessive sex or over
attachment. By realizing that Athma or Self is by nature always in Bliss, get over grief
(that affects body).
Tamo guna manifests in excessive sleep. It is to be countered with Satvic practices
like satsangh and religious rituals. While planning for future, avoid brooding and
daydreaming. While care for the body is necessary, guard against pampering the
body or being obsessively attached to it. At the same time don’t neglect health and
take proper medicines in required doses to overcome sickness. Whenever a feeling
of depression or inferiority complex, grief or sorrow affects you, get over it quickly
through reminding yourself that you are not the final mortal body that is subject to
grief, sorrow and depression but the eternal, blissful Athma, untouched by the
fleeting experiences of the world. Don’t hoard money or possessions by regularly
reviewing and discarding the excessive ones and by not associating with people
having such tendencies. Avoid developing illegitimate desires and attachments with
the members of opposite sex keeping in mind the fate of such characters in the
scriptures.
Verse 5
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darasaktimanadarat tyaja suthadhanasaktim tvaniyataha
sneham moha visarjanat karunaya naishturyamantastyaja
audasinya samasrayat tyaja suhrunmitradhi durvasanaha
sarvanarthakaran dasendriya ripun ekantavasat jahi 5

Give up (over) attachment towards the spouse. Give up (over) attachment (towards)
children and wealth (by realizing) their transient nature. Get over attachment
(towards anything / anybody by) getting rid of delusion. By compassion get over
harsh feelings. By an attitude of equality and non-involvement avoid the evil
propensities (towards) friends or enemies. Give up all evil-causing (internal) enemies
(i.e.,) ten sense and action organs by retiring to solitary place.
While having affection for wife and children and taking care of them, don’t lean on
them for security or happiness and don’t let the affection grow into deep attachment.
Let it be what Lord Krishna calls “asakthir anabhishvangaha putra dara grihathishu
i.e. absence of attachment and the feeling of mineness in respect of son, wife, home
etc.” (Gita 13-9). Cultivate compassion to curb unhealthy tendencies like harshness
and cruelty to others. By not judging people as good or bad, friend or enemy,
develop an attitude of equality and non-involvement., Exercise control over the
sense organs by retiring to solitude frequently or staying in an ashram without
camera, cell phone etc.

Verse 6

alasyam tvaraya sramam samadhiya tandram samuthanataha
bhedabhrantima bhedadarsanabalath mithyatmatam satyataha
marmoktim nijamarma karma kathaya krotham swasamyekshanat
akrosham kushaloktitastyaja manaschindya pramadad bhayam II6II

Overcome laziness by developing a habit of prompt response, fatigue by relaxing the
mind, lethargy by forcibly keeping alert, the delusion of plurality or seeing differences
among people and situations by showing in practice the strength of non-duality, the
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mistaken notion that the world is real by understanding the reality of the unreal
nature of the world, uttering words and saying things that harm others by realizing
one’s own shortcomings and recalling things that hurt themselves, anger by
visualizing others also just as themselves, rebuking others by speaking soft and
soothing words to them. (Oh Mind!) Through the strength of being well informed of
matters dispel the fear born of uncertainty and insecurity.
Laziness, a sign of Tamo guna, has to be countered through brisk activity, a trait of
Rajo Guna. If this manifests as excessive activity inducing bodily fatigue it is to
remedied by calming the mind, a characteristic of Satva guna. Perception of plurality
and differences among people must be removed by remembering the mithyatvam of
the perceived world. Avoid looking for defect in others remembering your own
defects. Controlling anger and inclination to shout, talk only good to the other person,
even if he does not. Eschewing fear act with alertness remembering your Real
naure as Athma that is ever free from fear.
Verse 7.

bhutarthasmaranam vrtha srama dhiya praptam tu haneksanat
bhavyarthavyasanam sada tyaja manah prarabdha chodyekshanat |
sistasista janakriyastyaja vrtha kashtanusandhanatah
snehaddveshakatas sada tyaja jane bhasmantatha samsmrteh || 7 ||

Renounce the tendency to brood over the past due to delusion by recognizing that it
has already passed. Give up worrying about the future as to a great extent as it is
governed by prarabhdha. Taking into account the in-built dukham inherent in them,
avoid all karmas, righteous as well as unrighteous, with worldly aspirations. Always
avoid ill feelings and hatred by friendship and love. By considering that in the end
everything ends up into ashes, avoid attachment to people.
Don’t worry about the past as it is behind and nothing can be done about it and also
about the future as it is governed by prarabdha. Advice to give up karmas is given
which applies to sanyasis only. Conquer hatred through feelings of friendship and
where sneha becomes excessive, treat it with Vairagyam. Don’t blindly follow what
others do but act in conformity with your needs. Attachment to the body, one’s or
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others is to be given through the remembrance that however loved or lovable it may
be it will end up in flames only reduced to ashes.
Verse 8

adhyatmanubhavan manastyaja mahatapam swabhavekshanat
vaishamyam samabhavatah parakatha vikshobamakshobhatah
dhikkaradhibhavam tu dukhamanisam tadyogyatabhavanat
tajjatanyasuchaha kshamasva krupaya karmakshayattadanam II8II

Avoid always the agony caused by the body, senses etc by realizing that in reality
you are the soul (that is always in bliss and is not affected by grief). Avoid injustice
and inequality towards others by realizing that the same Brahman is present in all.
Avoid the disturbance arising out of gossip without agitation or emotional reaction.
Overcome the constant unhappiness caused by contempt by others by your internal
search. Condone with compassion the offences committed by others knowingly or
unknowingly. Forgive bodily harm (inflicted by others) as expiation of your karmic
debts.
Face problematic experiences of life with the the Jnanam that you are the ever
blissful Athma and body-mind-complex is a upadhi only. Develop the equanimity of
vision to view alike undisturbed, the ups and downs of life. With the understanding
that the one and same Athma is in all, learn to treat with compassion mistakes
committed by others and to be unperturbed by gossip and not to blame others.
When others cause any harm accept and tolerate it as a means of exhausting past
karma
Verse 9

ayurgachhati petika jalamiva tyaktvaiva deham javat
gachhantindriyasaktayopi kulata yadvannaram nirdhanam
pragnya gacchati davadaha samaye sreni mriginamiva
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jnyatva satvaramasrayatmapadavim deham vrutha ma kruthaha II9II

Life ebbs away quickly from the body in the same way as water (leaks away from) a
vessel (with a hole)! The strength of the organs of the body also goes away just as a
prostitute leaves when her paramour becomes pauper. Just as a herd of deer
(leaves) at the time of forest fire (so also) the sense of discrimination disappears.
Realizing quickly (the impermanence of this life) seek shelter in the state of Real
Self. Do not waste this human life.
In this verse, a note of caution is sounded by pointing that that life is fleeting. Like
water kept in a leaky vessel keeps draining, life in the body is ebbing away. As one
grows old, sense organs keep losing power and intellect is also becoming weak.
One should be aware of this and take to the study of Self-Knowledge while the
faculties are strong and healthy. This human birth which has come with difficulty
should not be wasted but be used to know one’s identity with Brahman.
Verse 10

—

—

dhairyairavata shanti dhenu damasanmandara brindham sada
maitryadyapsarasam vivekaturagam santosha chintamanim
atmajnana mahamrutam samarasam nairasya chandrodayam
vedantarnavamasrayan anudinam sevasya muktisriyam II10II

Seeking refuge in the ocean of Vedantha day in and day out, always help yourself
with these treasures: Courage, as Airaavatha; Peace, as Kamadhenu; Sensecontrol, as the Kalpatharu; Virtues like friendship as Apsaras; Discrimination, as
Uchchaisravas, Contentment as Chintamani, Knowledge of the Self as the Amrutha,
the truth of Universal Equality, Dispassion, as the rise of the Moon and the Release
from repeated Births and Deaths as Lakshmi Devi.
In this verse an imagery is presented comparing Vedanta vichara to the churning of
the milky ocean described in the puranas with Airavatha, white elephant of Indra
representing courage; Kamadhenu, peace of mind; Kalpatharu, the wish-yielding
tree, sense-control; Apsaras, positive values like friendhip and compassion;
Uchchaisravas, viveka; Chintamani, the wish fulfilling stone, contentment; moon,
vairagya; Goddess Lakshmi, final Liberation from the cycle of birth and death; and
Nectar, Athma Jnanam. Endowed with all this, the Vedanta vichara blesses one
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with the Truth of universal oneness, without any adverse off-shoot like poison in the
samudra mathanam
conclusion

prasadat dakshinamurteh srutyacharya prasadataha
durvasana pratikara dasakam rachitam maya

By the grace of Lord Dakshinamurthy, by the grace of my own Acharya, and by the
grace of the sruthi, I have composed this Durvasana PratIkara Dasakam.
Swami Vidyaranya concludes his work dedicating it to Lord Dakshinamurthy, to the
Sruthi and to his Acharya, whose blessings enabled him to compose this work. This
work is not just for reading only, but one for treasuring and regularly referring to
identify one’s durvasanas and take appropriate remedial action.
---------------------------------(adapted from a talk by Swami Paramarthananda)
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SANSKRIT AND YOGA
Dr Lalitha Gaurav
“In philology, our Sanskrit language is now
universally acknowledged to be the foundation
of all European languages, which in fact, are
nothing but jargonised Sanskrit”
[Swami Vivekananda, the Complete works of
Swami Vivekananda” - Vol.2]
Sanskrit, as we all know is the oldest of all the
languages ever spoken on earth. It is one of
the scientific languages whose precise,
spiritually – technical vocabulary makes it
name effective and potent.
`Yoga’ also is derived from the Sanskrit root
word, ‘yuj’ meaning to unite, to integrate or to
cohere and is this taken to represent the
highest state of union, integration or
coherence
between
individual
human
consciousness and cosmic or universal
consciousness.
Early Upanishads like the Isha, Kena, Katha
and Shvetaashvatara, the Bhagavad-Gita and
the Yoga sutras of Patanjali are universally
accepted as constituting the verbal foundation
of the yoga tradition. All these great texts were
written in Sanskrit. Thus, there is a deep and
profound yoga philosophy.
Dr. Douglas Brooks, Sanskrit scholar and
professor of Religion at the University of
Rochester, believes one of the best reasons to
use Sanskrit terms is to stir up interest and
nurture curiosity. By inquiring we learn, and
yoga provides the art of continuous self –
inquiry.
Using a language that is so old and universally
accepted as the mother of all languages, I
believe, Sanskrit brings about a commonality
in classrooms all over the world, connecting to
a much larger population around the globe.
The sound created by the Sanskrit aksharas
(alphabets) has a rhythm, a purpose and also
a tranquilizing effect on the mind. ‘AUM’ or
‘OM’ which is a sacred sound or vibration from
which the universe emanates is again a
Sanskrit word.
Yoga for the westerners sometimes becomes
mystical and inaccessible. The knowledge of


Sanskrit can eliminate that intimidation factor.
Learning the roots like the names of common
yoga poses, philosophical terms etc. can
demystify the ancient language and shall
deepen our understanding about the yoga
practice as well.
For example, the root word of asana (the
posture)- is ‘as’ which means to be present, or
to sit - celebrate doing anything without
interruption. I believe, this is what exactly we
do on our mats. No matter how long you have
been practicing yoga, studying Sanskrit can
provide rich context for the shapes you already
know so well.
For example “viparta karani mudra’’ translated
as inverted action seal is a kind of a body seal
(Kaya mudra) which doesn’t talk about the
inverted body condition but is intended to
preserve the Amrita, the elixir in the head by
disconnecting Surya and Chandra tattva inside
our body. Thus, learning Sanskrit reveals
deeper meanings of the common yoga poses.
Certain common words like ‘dharma’’ which is
very commonly used in Hindu philosophy is
misused and translated as religion. If you dive
deep into the etymology the word dharma is
originated from the dhatu - ‘dhr’ means ‘to
hold’. Thus, “dharma” literally means that
which holds – the inner nature (svabhava).
Learning how to pronounce Sanskrit with
correct breath, resonance, rhythm, and tongue
position can enhance powerful diction, efficient
yoga teaching and in subtler ways of personal
practice. Thus, when everything pronounced
procedurally and systematically, Sanskrit
mantras with its resonance, creates a wave of
powerful energy and facilitates the individual to
transfer this energy to every cell of his body.
Moreover, the different Sanskrit names of the
asanas are named after sages or characters in
the mythological stories, often because of their
characteristics. Becoming familiar with these
stories broadens our idea and understanding
of the yoga tradition. The knowledge of
Sanskrit grounds the practitioners to the very
foundation of Indian culture.
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Our ancient Indian culture is so vivid and rich
that if one delves deep into it, he will come out
as a different personality- more profound,
wiser and more precise. The esoteric effect of
mantras shifts one’s perspective inward, and
makes the outer world look very easy and
different.
In Vedic belief, each word is embodied with
consciousness. Thus, sometimes the name of
the pose and its effect are one. So, by
simultaneously saying or hearing Sanskrit
name and performing the pose, we can find the
“snap” of unity between sound and body
happening.
For e.g. the word “bhastrika” (the Sanskrit
name for breath of fire) - there is a lot of wind
in the sound when you pronounce it, just like its
breath. Thus, Sanskrit helps in unifying the
mind and body – during the practice.
While chanting the mantras or specifying the
names of the poses, sound waves hit the
minds of the learners and they can repeat
back. Hence even now, the tradition of
commencing the class and ending the class
we chant mantras and Shanti Path. Through
repetition and chanting, the students can come
to learn the correct pronunciations over time.
The understanding of yogic lexicon can make
teaching and learning easier. As said earlier,
‘yoga’ is that which joins- “yujyate anena iti
yogaha” –this bond is more strengthened by
the usage of correct Sanskrit, because
Sanskrit names communicate meaning
through sound; yoke sound and sensation,
thereby revealing the esoteric Jnana
(knowledge).
I believe, Sanskrit and yoga, has multifarious
benefits and it is a true responsibility of all yoga
seekers, enthusiasts, teachers and even the
students to retain the divinity of the language
and thereby utilize its power for a perfect blend
of mind and body, thereby holding on to this
consciousness – consciousness of mind, body
and spirit.

Dr. Lalitha Gaurav holds a Doctorate in
Yogic Sciences, a NET qualified
professional and has over a decade of
experience in Research, Teaching &
Instructing Yoga imparting knowledge on
Yogic
scriptures, Yoga Therapeutic
prescriptions, Yoga Teaching Practices and
is working as Assistant Professor with
Lakshmibai National Institute of Physical
Education, Gwalior. She has published
several articles and authored several
books related to Yoga and Science. She is
the founder trustee of VINYAS YOGA
STUDIO, Gwalior and can be contacted on
www.vinyasyoga.com
,
gauravlalita@gmail.com
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LANGUAGE OF DANCE
(Connection of Body, Mind and Soul)
In between the first Svayambhuva manvantara
by the end of Kratayuga and the beginning of
Vaivasvata Manvantara’s Tretayuga in the
world, there were a lot of evil activities. It was
not possible for everyone to study the Vedas
and enhance their knowledge. Under Indra’s
leadership including demons and all devathas
and sages approached Brahma Deva and
prayed him to make the learning reachable to
everyone, watchable like a sport, pleasant to
hear and which can provide recreation or
enjoyment at the same time spreading
knowledge of Vedas. Brahma Deva goes into
the yogic state and selects four subjects from
the four Vedas which were combined with the
Upanishads to create Natyaveda (panchama
Veda). Hence Text of Natya is taken by
Rigveda, Abhinaya
(expression)
from
Yajurveda, Gita (music) from Samaveda and

Rasa from Atarvaveda.
When brahma created Natyaveda, he decided
to find intellectual and the person who would
take the efforts to practicalise Natya. Bharatha
Muni was chosen by Bramha for Natyaveda
Upadesha. Bharatha muni documented this
Veda in his Grantha Natyashastra written in
Sanskrit, later on this is translated to many
regional languages. Bharatha Muni then
taught this art form to all his 100 sons based on
their capacity, character and experimented.

This experiment had 3 Vrttis or styles of
performance. Bharati, Sattvati and Arabhatti.
However Bramha observed that there was an
absence of Kaisiki Vrtti which contained the
natural graceful elements of a woman. So
Bramha orders Bharatha to make use of
Kaisiki Vrtti and inform Brahma the
requirements for the same. Based on
Bharatha’s suggestions Brahma created 24
Apsaras through his thought to fulfil the grace
as needed by the kasiki Vritti. Natya was then
taught to Apsaras. Apsaras means Ap+Sara=
People who move like water which means to
say that any dancer in order to express
properly should have freshness and grace and
should have delicate fluidity just like water.
“Aangikam bhuvanam yasya vaachikam sarva
vaangmayam aharyam chandra tharaadi tvam
vande satvikam shivam”. (sloka from
Bharatha”s Natyashastra), is a dhyana sloka
usually chanted before commence dance
practice. The sloka portrays the basic
expressions of nature and reminds us of the
four ways to express while performing dance.
Expressions with the body (aangikaabhinaya),
expressions through the words or the sahithya
of the song (vaachikaabhinaya), expressions
with
the
ornaments
or
costumes
(ahaaryabhinaya) and finally, the expression
through purity or serenity (saatvikabhinaya).
To better comprehend this, we should first
clearly understand what an expression or
abhinaya is. The literal meaning of the word
abhinaya has been explained by Bharata as
follows in a shloka:
“Abhipurvastu
nindhatur
abhimukhyartha
isyate Yasmat Padarthan nayati tasmad
abhinayah smrtah“
‘Abhi’ is the prefix meaning ‘towards’ and ‘ni
(naya)’ has the root meaning to carry. So,
abhinaya means to carry towards, i.e. to carry
the spectator towards the meaning. Thus,
abhinaya can be called a vehicle of Natya
through which the spectator experiences the
particular emotions of the dramatic character
that is to lead him or her towards Rasananda –
the ultimate bliss of enjoying the performance,
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which is the aim of Natya.
Angika Abhinaya means to convey the
meaning through body movements. This
involves natural as well as symbolic gestures
(Mudras), postures and movements of the
major and minor parts of the body, including
the Mukharaga, which are expressions
conveyed through the subtle movements of
facial muscles. Bharata’s description of the
usage of body limbs for conveying various
meanings is a detailed scientific study of
human behaviour. These can be observed in
almost all dance forms, especially in
Bharathanatyam. Bharatha’s Naatyashasthra
elucidates three major divisions for the body:
they are a) six angas (including the hands and
head), b) six pratyangas (including the
shoulders, thighs and feet) and c) the twelve
upangas (including looks or eye movements,
nose and lips). Hence, this covers the
hasthabhinaya which are the hand symbols,
movement and the combination of the hands
and postures with positions. Yatho Hastha
Statho Drusti, Yatho Drististhato Manaha.
Yatho Manastatho Bhavah Yatho Bhavah
Statho Rasah (Sloka from Nandikeswara’s
Abhinayadarpana) Which means wherever the
hand goes there should the eyes, wherever the
eyes are there should be the mind, where
there is mind involved there evolves the bhava
and where there is bhava there is rasa. Giving
Rasanubhava is the main aim of the Natya.
Vaachikaabhinaya means to express through
speech. Bharata has discussed in detail the
different Vrttas, metres in poetry, the
Laksanas, figures of speech, the Gunas and



Dosas, the strong and weak points of poetic
writing as well as diction. This essentially calls
for the audience member to understand the
literature and meaning of the song, to which
the dancer is dancing. For a truly divine
experience, the singer has to sing the song
with heartfelt emotions, the dancer has to
dance with the whole body, mind and soul, and
the spectator has to reach the ultimate
rasananda. Otherwise, it will be reduced to just
watching a rote exercise. The tala and laya, or
the rhythm and the flow of the song also play
an important role. Choosing a raga which has
an inherent quality will have its own
expressions.
Hence
music
and
its
understanding play an important role in the life
of a dancer.
Ahaaryabhinaya means to express through
costumes. Rangabhusana is the make-up
costumes, ornaments etc., of the character
being depicted by the dancer. It also lays out
the nepathya, the stage props and decor. The
dance dramas, gives immense importance to
the rangabhushana, which becomes a part of
the aharyabhinaya. However, do keep in mind,
that the ornamentation is not always real in
dance forms; sometimes the characters
depicted are symbolically adorned with the
ornaments. For example, a peacock feather for
Lord Krishna, a bow for Lord Rama or a beard
for a rishi and so on.
Sattvikaabhinaya is the expression through
purity of the emotions of the dancer. The
peculiar emotional states producing the
particular physical reactions like Romanchana
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(being exhilarated), Asru (tears as the
expression of sorrow), Sveda (perspiration),
Vaivarnya (change of complexion), etc. The
word satvika means what is born out of a pure
mind or in Bharatha’s words Nirvikaratmakan
Sattvan Bhavayan Bhava Uchyate, meaning
an emotion is born out of a tranquil or serene
mind. An expert dancer is able to remain calm
and composed, yet generate the eight satvika
bhaava as mentioned in Natyashashtra, when
required.
Bharathanatyam is more than just indian dance
form. It is a magical blend of expressions,
melody, rhythm, a powerful and colourful
communication language. Bharatanatyam can
have great cognitive and psychological
impacts on your child as well. A performer
needs to remember steps, names of the
various steps, different moves, the beats and
rhythm of the song. With all this a dancer has to
pay attention if the body movements are in
sync. This hones the mental skills and builds
mental alertness, This dance form of
expression which can really change the way
you look at life. It connects the body, mind and
soul of a performer to transmit bliss
(rasanubhava) to the audience taking them to a
different world. Thus it is a language of Body
Mind and Soul.

Vidhushi Nikhila Kiran is a performer of high
calibre, a creative choreographer and a
dedicated
teacher.
Established
Natyanivedan in 1997 in Sydney, devoted to
the field of Bharatanatyam and proudly
continues the legacy passed down from her
guru Natyacharya H R Keshava Murthy and
disciple of Karnataka Kalashree Guru Shri B
K Shyam Prakash. As a Choreographer,
Dancer & Director, Nikhila Kiran has been
actively involved in Sydney Indian
Community for about 21 years. Her sincere
and
dedicated
school
aspiringly
endeavoured to propagate this elegant,
divine and ancient form of dancing to the
younger generation by imparting technical
and practical aspects of Bharathanatyam.
She is also a proud recipient of Aryabhata
International Award.
For further information please follow
Natyanivedan
Link
https://www.facebook.com/Natyanivedan/
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BHAGAVAD GITA AND YOGA SADHANA
Dr Veda Srinivasan
“The Gita is a bouquet composed of the
beautiful flowers of spiritual truths collected
from the Upanishads”.
–
Swami Vivekananda
Gitas and Sutras are songs and verses that
give in a nutshell, the truth about the Supreme
Being and valid knowledge required to
experience Him. Bhagavad Gita of 700 verses
is a small drop of water in the ocean of
Mahabharata the great Hindu epic with about
100,000 verses. It occurs in the Bhishma
Parva. Though Sri Krishna uttered these verses
thousands of years back, Gita is still relevant
just like the Patanjali Yoga Sutras and has a
wide appeal.
The contents of Gita of 18 chapters are
beautifully organised into 3 sections of 6
chapters each. In this one can notice how Yoga
and Gita complement each other pointing ways
for obtaining Peace and happiness through
Sadhana in One’s daily life.
Gita

1

Path of action equivalent to

2

Path of Knowledge equivalent to

3

Path of Devotion equivalent to

Yoga

1

Gross body (Sthula Shareera)

2

Subtle body (Sookshma Shareera)

3

Causal body (Karana Shareera)

Bhagavad Gita, Brahma Sutra and Upanishads
form a triad and collectively referred to as
“Prasthanatraya” in Vedanta. Gita is part of
Mahabharata and is closely aligned to Vedas
and Upanishads. It advocates a path to Atma
Jnana; Krishna talks about Vedic rituals adding
to the devotional aspect of Divinity and
knowledge of oneself - Atma Jnana.
Self-realisation leads to the path of revelation
first and then to Yoga and meditation. Deviation
to a personal God is pronounced in Gita
Sadhana as with Yoga Sadhana in Samadhi
with both paths leading to eternal bliss and
happiness.
Ch1: Begins with the word “Dharmakshetre”–
meaning a place of virtue. Dharma upholds
virtue and not violence. “Gitartha Sangraha” by
Yamunacharya tells Dharma means that which
holds, unites and sustains, whereas the


meaning for Yoga is “to unite”. Krishna
explains to Arjuna to uphold his Kshatriya
dharma and fight. Practicing Dharma relating
to one’s own inner nature (Swabhava) goes
with the practice of Divinity and spirituality.
This explains the Gita Dharma as good over
evil in many ways. In this chapter, Arjuna is
overwhelmed with emotion seeing his elders
and cousins in the battlefield. He attempts to
set it right by not fighting and ends up
discovering the problems of Samsara.
Explanation of samsara gives a clear
understanding of life in which attachment
leads to Arjuna’s sorrow. His emotion
overpowers him and blunts his intellect and
when this happens all that he sees is Raaga,
Shoka and Moha – Attachment, sorrow and
delusion until death. Chapter 1 V-30, Krishna
tells Arjuna that the embodied self in
everyone’s body is indestructible and grieving
is not befitting for human beings.
Ch 2: It starts with Krishna’s advice to Arjuna’s
helplessness and problems It is the largest
chapter with 72 verses. Arjuna seeks Krishna’s
help in the V 1-10 and from V11-38 tells of his
healthy dependence in Karma Yoga. In V23,
referring to the embodied self, Krishna
explains” weapons cannot cut it, fire cannot
burn it, water cannot make it wet and wind
cannot dry it”. Krishna in V31 tells him not to
waver from his Kshatriya Dharma and that the
battle is righteous for Arjuna. In V 35-53, the
essence of Karma Yoga is explained- to do
action with one-pointed determination not
expecting specific results. V 48 “Samatvam
Yoga Uchyate” implies the whole text of Gita
as a Yoga of eternal kinship with God or
equanimity. At this point Gita’s message is the
same as “Pratyahara” in Patanjali’s Yoga
Sutra. (V 54-75) leads to determination leading
to concentration on the Lord. This keeps
repeating in all the chapters wherein Bhakti
Yoga which is utmost in Gita leading to
liberation. In V-72 Krishna describes the
“Brahmi” state, attaining “Nirvana” in Brahman.
The Dharmic way (one’s own Varna Dharma
and Svabhava) of doing the duty is stressed in
Gita. The karma yoga aspect where the person
fulfils one’s duty without expecting any selfish
desire for results – it is the renunciation of the
fruits of action that is advocated in the Gita.
Ch 3: V17
“Yaswatmarathirewa”_ the
emphasis is on karma and the associated
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Dharma according to one’s own experiences
and duties; one who clears all his debts and is
content, realises the bliss of the Self .Krishna
tells Arjuna to shake off the fever of ignorance
and fix his mind on the Atma. V35 Krishna talks
of Swadharma and says one’s Dharma,
though apparently devoid of merit is preferable
to another’s Dharma however well performed.
Ch 4: is known as Yoga of knowledge. In V 8
“Paritranaya Sadhunam…” Krishna declares
that when Dharma or righteousness is in grave
danger and Adharma or un- righteousness is
on the rise, then He manifests for the
protection of Dharma from time to time. The
eternity of existence is told by Krishna
throughout the Gita. He again insists that the
desire for the fruit of action is the cause of
death and re-birth and this process is burning
up all actions in the fire of knowledge and
leads one to become a scholar. In V 38, “Na he
Jyaneena..” there is nothing in this Universe as
pure as wisdom and a person who is
experienced attains “Nishkama karma yoga” in
course of time.
Ch 5: Leads to the topic of renunciation of
actions
after
describing
the
various
approaches to Karma Yoga. The duty of
performing Karma without expecting any result
is described as Akarma. Yoga by daily
Sadhana in meditation with mindfulness leads
to peace and happiness. In Gita the Dhyana
Yoga (meditation) is revealed as a spiritual
practice that leads to liberation from re-birth.
Ch 6: V10-28 leads to the Yoga of
self-knowledge with the control of various
activities and the Mind. “Paramatma Tatva”
explaining “Nitya Yoga” which is eternal union
and separation from non-self (matter). The real
belief on becoming firmly rooted is only a
realised awareness (experience) V30 “yo mam
pashyathi” …He who sees me everywhere and
sees all in me, I am not lost to him nor is he to
Me. This verse denotes the Supreme power of
Krishna’s universal presence.
Ch 7: Jnana is obtained after Karma through
Bhakti. Teaching in this chapter by Krishna is
about the Absolute and Cosmic knowledge. He
says He will reveal to Arjuna His Cosmic Self.
He starts the topic of the three Gunas and says
He is above and beyond these and he is the
Yoga Maya.
Ch 8: goes to describe Krishna’s imperishable
nature as Brahman, always existing. God


realisation is possible only when one
transcends the limitation of time and space.
According to Krishna in V 27 no yogi will be a
victim of delusion and advices Arjuna to be
well established in Yoga – ‘yogayukto
bhavarjuna”.
Ch 9: V5 “Pashya me Yogamaiswaram”….’
refering to the word Yoga meaning control of
power, divinity and magnetic impact of Shri
Krishna. V22 ‘Ananyas Chintayantomam…’is
one of the famous verses of Gita which holds
out an assurance from Lord Krishna to his
devotees - the emphasis in this is “Divinity can
command” if his devotee can surrender totally
to him.
Ch10: In Vibhuti Yoga Krishna describes
“who” or “what” He is in this Universe thereby
describing His eternal existence in this world
and tells in verse 42 “Atwa Bahunaithena’- “out
of what avail is it to you to know all details. I
exist pervading the entire universe by a portion
of myself”. The purpose of His Divine glories is
to serve as a target on which the mind may
concentrate. It is an object of meditation
helping one to realise the transcendental glory
of the Lord pervading even beyond the
Universe.
Ch 11: Arjuna requests Krishna to reveal His
Cosmic form –‘Vishwaroop Darshan’. The end
is the realisation of the Infinite ‘in and beyond’
the finite of which the finite is a very
insignificant part. The knowledge of the Divine
glories are only the means to an end and not
an end by itself. The Jnana Yoga with the
knowledge of the glories of God leads to the
“Karana Sukshma Sharira”.
Ch12: V5 to V12 the human mind is finite and
is incapable of turning towards the infinite. But
Krishna says knowledge is superior to
meditation. According to Gita it is unaided,
intuitive and immediate. Whether mind is tuned
to God or not, the self should be attached to
God- this reflects the discipline is unaided by
inner faculty. Realisation is by practice in Yoga
but is immediate in Gita. There is axiomatic
eternal union (Nitya Yoga) with God- the
primacy is only in the ‘knowing’ (Viveka) and
‘believing” (Bhakthi).
Ch13: “Brahmasutra” explains the knowledge
of “Kshetra’”and “Kshetragya” and one who
has the power. The knower and the known are
beautifully explained by Krishna in the
understanding of attaining Knowledge through
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cause and effect of all actions.V-22 the subtle
nature of Brahman and the difference between
the knower and the known is explained with
the body as the field and Krishna himself as
the knower who is eternally present.V-29 it
leads to Prakruti and Purusha as one entity
though in different forms, ultimately Purusha
as the non-doer is ‘Paramatma’. V-34
–“Kshetra kshetragno”…Liberation of living
beings comes from the perception of the
knowledge of the difference between Prakruti
(Known), Purusha (Knower) attaining bliss and
happiness.
Ch14: Culmination of Karma Yoga of the Gita
leads one to Jnana yoga and this fitness leads
a person to self-enquiry. Bhakti yoga in the
Gita gives the nature of worshiping Lord
Krishna .This is explained in this chapter by
transcending the 3 gunas one can attain a
state of equilibrium in treating pain and gain
alike. Krishna explains in detail the qualities of
the 3 gunas and how one can transcend. He
replies in verses21 to 26 - 0ne who is not
deluded, and who is indifferent to the gunas
and who is steady and does not waver,
becomes fit for the state of “Brahman”.
Ch15: Krishna leads the topic of Bhakti and
devotion to conquer the evil of Worldly
attachment and desires. Such a person lives in
constant union with the Atman, which is
changeless.V-17 to 20 explains the words
‘kshara’ and“Akshra” and that Krishna himself
is beyond the perishable and excels the
imperishable. He is hailed as “Purushothama”.
A person who is free from delusion attains
fulfilment and bliss through meditation.
Ch16: Through Yoga practice or Sadhana one
attains ‘Daivi sampat’ and liberation.
V1 and 2 clearly state that purity of heart,
self-control, austerity, absence of anger,
forgiveness etc. lead to divinity. A person
becomes
free
from
egoism.
Swami
Sivanandaji’s ‘attach and Detach ’explains
detachment from worldly matters and
attachment to the Spiritual side of life.
Ch 17: “Krishna goes on to explain that with a
person’s faith, nature and swatcha practices
going beyond the “tri-guna”, one can attain
spirituality and liberation. V23-26 Om Tat Sat”
explains the threefold representation of
Brahman. So, the knowledge of three gunas
“Satvika, Rajasika Tamasika” are explained in
detail here and this leads to the last chapter of


the Gita
Ch 18: Explaining the tri-gunas, namely
Satwa, Rajas and Tamas Sri Krishna proceeds
to discuss the four Varnas, their Dharmas, how
they correspond to the three gunas and how
they are born with their inherent nature. V 4548 -- Lord Krishna says one should adhere to
one’s Swadharma and have a detached mind
to realise Jnana. In the last few verses He
explains how to surrender oneself to Him
fulfilling one’s Dharma, Karma and Jnana. V66
“Sarvadharman Parithyasjya…”is the final
word of Krishna in that he asks Arjuna to take
refuge in Him alone and he will liberate him
from all grief.V72. In this verse Krishna has
told Arjuna to have a focussed mind with no
confusion. One can conclude as Sanjaya says
in V75, Krishna is himself the master of Yoga,
referring to him as Yogeshwara. V 78 sums up
with
Sanjaya’s
saying
that
“YatraYogashwara”… where there is Krishna
and Arjuna there is sure fortune, and success.
SadhanaYoga + Bhagawad Gita = Eternal
peace and bliss

Vedavalli Srinivasan has a Master’s Degree
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Took Yoga Training from International Yoga
Vedanta Centre at Chennai India (1993).
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2000 and is pursuing it till date, -at a number
of institutions like Welfare associations,
nursing homes, mental health organizations
and Seniors week workshops.
A couple of books written by her “Yoga for
Seniors” and “Chair Cushion Comfort Yoga
for Seniors” have been well received.
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Science Behind Temples
Bharani Bussari
Sanatana Dharma or Hinduism as it is labelled
now, is an ancient and advanced civilization in
terms of spirituality, technology, art and
architecture which reflects in all ancient Hindu
Temples. Sanatana Dharma advocates worship of
God with form and formless.Form makes it easy to
connect to the supreme for most people, because
everyone’s ability to comprehend Formless God is
different. Once a deeper connect with the supreme
consciousness is made, one understands that
Form and Formless worship are the two sides of
the same coin serving the same purpose –
connection to the divine.
Most temples were created to address an aspect
of life and were thus consecrated to activate one
or two chakras, the main energy centres within the
human system.
Hinduism follows highly sophisticated Agama
Shastram to build temples.
Agama Shatram talks about Temple constructions
and Pratima (idol is different), Pranapratishta,
Yantras, Mantras, Dhwaja sthambam, Kolanu,
Mudras of the deities and Upa deities, the intention
of each temple e.g. money, health, wisdom etc.
Location: Temples in ancient Bharat were built
where Earth’s Magnetic waves are maximum and
where the positive energy is abundant from the
Electro-Magnetic energy of North and South
poles.
Presiding deity: It is often directed by Gods
themselves in dreams or where Gods were found
(Swayambhu means not born, manifesting out of
thin air)
Vigraha: Idols are different from Pratimas also
called Murthies or Vigrahams in the temples.
Indian deity is not idol, it is Pratima which means
full of prana or divine energy.
Consciousness: Here the form of a deity is
placed on top of a Copper Yantra, which conforms
to Sacred Geometry. Yantra is a series of triangles,
circles and geometric patterns arranged in a
concentric form. Each deity has a specific Yantra.
Moolasthana: The Pratima is placed in a
consecrated part of the temple usually a tiny space
also called Garbhagriha which is the sanctum
sanctorum of the temple.
Gopuram: It is a Pyramid shaped dome to
increase the flow of Cosmic energy.
Mantra: A powerful sound vibration to invoke the
deity.
Prana-prathishta: This is a powerful method with

the combination of Yantra + Mantra to imbibe a
specific attribute of the cosmic energy into the
Vigraham
thus the Idol becomes a living
consciousness and hence is no longer an Idol but
becomes Pratima of the particular vibration of the
Cosmos to address a particular need of the
individual who is praying there.
The Yantra + Mantra + Vigraham (Pratima)
emanates a frequency of vibration which is
Electro Magnetic in nature. A human being is
considered to have an electromagnetic field
called Aura around him encompassing about 5
layers (there are more subtle bodies as well) –
Physical, Emotional, Mental, Karmic and Spiritual
bodies.
During the Puja, depending on the mantras used,
vibration starts flowing from the Deity and filling
up the entire temple. The vibration is emanated
strongest directly in front of the Vigraham, that is
why we are asked not to stand right in front of the
deity, instead there is a Copper Dhwaja
Sthambham erected directly opposite the
sanctorium.
A Dhwaja Sthambam right in front of the deity
absorbs some of the vibration and splits it into the
space and water body present in the Temple
premises. Remember every ancient temple had a
huge water body called Kolanu in the temple
premises.
Water absorbs the vibrations and preserves it.
When the devotee takes a dip in the water, this
vibration is taken by the Aura and clears
negativity from the various layers of the body.
This is also a reason why we should wash our
feet and leave footwear outside to increase the
absorption of these divine vibrations within the
body.
People who soak their bodies with water and
make pradikshinas around the temple is for the
same reason. Depending on how severe the
problem is, the more rigorous is the practice like
in some cases people roll on the ground with wet
bodies, visit temple for 108 days and
circum-ambulate
the
temple
or
deity’s
Sanctorium.
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ABHISHEKAM
Abhishekam is the process of enveloping various
dravyas or liquids and powders over the Vigraha
or deity.
The various dravyas cause different frequencies
of vibration to emanate from the deity. After the
darshanam (viewing the deity) and pradikshinam
(circumambulation inside the temple), we are
supposed to sit down on the ground before
leaving, this is to ensure we are grounding
ourselves and completely soaking up the
vibrations.

degree of advancement after years of spiritual
practice and devotion. Devotion has such power.
According to our Puranas, with devotion one can
awaken the divine power which is hidden in any
object.
Reference and Pics: Sri Nanduri Srinivas garu
http://www.siddheswaripeetham.org/courtallam-t
emple/

Ganapati vigraham with a heartbeat and pulse
A Himalayan Saint was consecrating a Ganesha
stone Vigraham with a process called Prana
Prathishta (directing flow of cosmic energy into
the Vigraham making it a Prathima or Vigraham).
As he was doing this process, few atheists
around him laughed and made fun of the process
in the presence of the then Madras Governor Sir
Archibald Edward Nye. The saint asked the
doctor to check the heart and pulse of the stone
Vigraham. Before the consecration process the
doctor found no heartbeat or pulse but when he
checked after the saint did the process of Prana
Prathishta with mantras and Bijaksharas, the
Vigraham had heartbeat and pulse, to everyone’s
amazement.
The Vigraham was oscillating and the
movements of the Vigraham were distinctly seen.
Besides, as in the human beings, heartbeat along
with the pulse of the Vigraham (Naadi) was also
observed clearly. All the devotees and doctors
checked thoroughly and found the pulse clearly
through their stethoscopes. Geologists came
from Tirunelveli district tested the vigraham and
confirmed the strange phenomenon.
Thousands visited to witness this miracle and the
pulse stopped after a few hours as predicted by
the Saint. This Temple is in Courtallam,
Tamilnadu, Ganapati is called NADI GANAPATI
and the Himalayan Saint is Mouna Swamy who
was a contemporary of Sri Vasudevananda
Saraswathi Swamy, Sri Shiridi Sai Baba and Sri
Ramana Maharshi. He had “Ashta Siddhis” under
his control and he created many miracles to save
people in need.
The Vigraham or Murthi or Pratima in a temple is
a living embodiment of God. It is not a lifeless
form. Life is poured into every image or Vigraham
by a spiritual person who has attained a certain
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Vedic Astronomya session with Dr RVSS Avadhanulu
By Sayeesh Srinivasan,
Sydney Sanskrit School.
This year, Sydney Sanskrit School & School of
Vedic Sciences, had the immense pleasure to
invite an eminent scholar, Dr RVSS Avadhanulu.
Dr Avadhanulu was invited to conduct a lecture
on different aspects of astronomy through the
influence and correlation of Hinduism and the
Vedas. The students had the utmost privilege and
honour to seek the blessings of such a highly
respected elder of the society. Not only were the
students eager to ask several questions on
fascinating topics, but also the adults. The
evening session started with an introduction of Dr
RVSS Avadhanulu.
Dr Avadhanulu hailed from the Godavari District
in Andhra Pradesh. He had been introduced to
Sanskrit at the age of 8, and by the time he had
finished 5th grade, he had learnt 285 vedic
slokas. Avadhanulu had completed his Master’s
degree in Physics and Computing Sciences in
1969. Till 1976, English was the only medium
used in computer coding, but Dr Avadhanulu was
persistent to try and find a way to compute and
integrate Indian languages in coding, starting with
Telugu and slowly computing in Sanskrit. The
exact same software is still used all around the
world today to write a number of books using
Sanskrit literature. Dr Avadhanulu is highly
accomplished in Computing Sciences, Physics,
Seismology, Astronomy, etc.
The lecture covered many interesting topics of
both Science and Mathematics and its relation
with the Vedas. Dr Avadhanulu mainly talked
about the Jyothishastra Vedas. They were the
Vedas which predicted and calculated many
astronomical/cosmological events, some of
which haven’t even occurred yet. These
predictions and calculations were gathered
through the spiritual means of ‘tapas’
(Meditation). He also mentioned that there were 4
main Vedas at the beginning of the Kaliyuga, and
1131 branches existed at the time. But
unfortunately, many millions of literatures were
lost due to a number of devastating historical
events. A common question that had risen from
the crowd, comprising of both students and
parents, was if life existed outside of Earth. Dr
Avadhanulu answered in the positive, by further

explaining that it is mentioned in the 3rd sector of
Jyothishastra, where it states that there are life
forms on other celestial bodies. He also explained
the significance of the ‘Navagrahas’ and the origin
of each ‘Graha’, that is mentioned in
Jyothishastra. Avadhanulu creates an analogy
where Earth, represents a student, and Guru
(Jupiter), represents a teacher, and Adithya (Sun),
representing the supreme deity. Avadhanulu
concluded his explanations by saying that, rishis
have stated many predictions in the Vedas, but we
are not intelligent and sophisticated enough to
understand what has been proposed.
On behalf of Sydney Sanskrit School & School of
Vedic Sciences, we humbly thank Dr RVSS
Avadhanulu for giving us his time and sharing us
a glimpse and facets of his amazing knowledge
on our universe and its behaviour. Dhanyavadah.

Sayeesh Srinivasan is a High School
Student currently in Year-8. He is also a
student of Sydney Sanskrit School since
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programmes and other community
events. He reprepresents his school for
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a first-aid cadet since 2015 and won
SECOND place in the State Youth
Championships. He is able to speak and
understand the Indian languages like
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Paniniyam 2019 grammar camp
Karthik Subramanian
Sydney Sanskrit School hosted its third intensive
pāṇinīyam four-day grammar camp at Sai
Bhavan, Western Sydney on 6-9th July 2019. It
was incomprehensible that such a blissful
Shangri-La, could exist amidst the hustle-bustle
of one of the busiest cities in the world, but thanks
to the hosts Roshini and Vijayendra, it does. Some
characteristic traits of Gen Z are that :
●
Their media consumption habits differ
from previous generations—even millennials
●
They prefer cool products over cool
experiences
●
Have a very short attention span.
Would they stand through a grueling four-day
camp dedicated to teaching Sanskrit grammar
alone? Well, read on….
The camp began acknowledging the traditional
owners of the land and paying respects to the
elders. Inaugurating the camp, Charisma
Kaliyanda, Liverpool Councilor spoke about the
timeless heritage, richness of Sanskrit, as a root
of other languages and the importance of
learning it in the modern world. Arti Banga,
Managing Editor of Desi Australia commended
the volunteers and teachers for fostering a
wonderful opportunity for children to study
Sanskrit in an exciting environment.
The camp was targeted at 40 senior and
advanced students who had completed basic
component of learning through, Guruashtakam,
the base of learning of all grammar components.
The students eagerly woke up at 4.30 am on Day
2 and after showers were greeted by the crispy
cold morning mist. It was a surreal experience,
and most went out on a walk to absorb the gift of
nature. Deepak Vinod led the recitation of Maha
mantra japa and educated the participants about
the role of guru and utilization of resources to
overcome challenges in life.
Post breakfast, the students revised Vedas and
its divisions, Dashopanishat and 18 puranas
followed
by
activities
based
on
the
guruashtakam, choosing single, 2 & 3 syllable,
gunitaaksharam and samyuktaaksharam words.
It was intense, educational and enjoyable. The
senior students guided the juniors in studying the
Maheshwarani Sutrani.
On Sunday afternoon senior students were taken
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to The Ponds to recite the Australian national
anthem in Sanskrit at Navarang (multicultural
festival) conducted by the Shri Mandir while the
junior students delved deep into an intriguing
lesson about the significance of the
Maheshwarani Sutrani.
Teaching aids were prepared for juniors. A novel
session called 'write what you see activity' helped
enrich their vocabulary by naming and writing
what they saw around the naturalistic campsite.
Dressing up in cultural attire, parents and
students joined a multilingual bhajan session,
with some children playing musical instruments.
The learning quest continued with alpaprana,
mahaprana and samyukthakshara shlokas.
Student chanted shlokas related to the diverse
literacy Sanskrit as the teacher explained to
distinguish between stotras, mantra and shloka.
They identified three different unique shlokas
incorporated in the activity with Pandit Narayan
Bhat giving an example.

Karthik Subramanian is the President and
one of the founders of Sydney Sanskrit
School.
His passion for multiculturalism has resulted
in engagement and partnership
with
Dharawal community of first Australians,
conglomeration of Indian Community
Language group through the Indian
Community Language Schools Parents and
Teachers Annual Conferences (ICLSPTC).

Day 3 started with Matruka meditation and Radha
Mahamantra raasa. To build up on vocabulary,
students learnt the techniques of a padabandha
and were set a task to make one puzzle. They
were then taught lakaaras (tenses) and how to
distinguish between the different tenses
according to the conjugation assigned to the
words' formation. A short lunch break later, they
continued practicing, using and applying lakaaras
into simple and complex sentences. This was
followed by an activity based on a dog's six
qualities. The completion of this activity enabled
them to familiarize themselves with the shloka
format and using and applying adjectives.
The host Smt. Roshini organized a treat of
roasting corn over the campfire which
complimented a wonderful dinner prepared by
volunteers.
As everyone slept quite late on the third day, the last
day started late with the Ashtaakshari Mantra,
Dhyana, and an extremely auspicious yagna/havan
called Surya-Agnihotra, viewing of Surya through the
mudhra known as ‘Suryamudhra’, to energise one’s
mind. Playing on the trampoline, climbing trees and
swing energised their spirit as well.
Revising the previous days learning and grammatical
tenses known as ‘Lakaaras’, participants completed
another ‘Padabandha’ (Puzzle/Crossword).
Sri Subramanian, a community elder, handed over
the certificates to the students. The session wrapped
up with Vande Maataram.
Dhanyavadaha to all participants, parents, volunteers
and hosts for the wonderful experience and look
forward to the next camp.
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Meditation and Gayathri Mantra
Kadambi Srinivasan
There are many mantras in our Vedic literature
– both powerful and popular. Yet, there is no
mantra superior to the Gayatri Mantra. As
Omkara or Pranava is for Sannyasins, so is
Gayatri for Brahmacharis and householders.
The fruits that are attained by meditation on
Omkara can also be attained by meditation on
Gayatri. The same goal that is reached by a
Paramahamsa Sannyasin can be reached by a
Brahmachari or a householder by meditating
on Gayatri.
Who was the Mantra Drashta for the Gayatri
mantra? None other than Brahmarshi Vishwamitra, whom Lord Rama himself accepted as
his guru. In fact, sage Vishwamitra is reported
to have constructed many other mantras
besides the Gayatri. As we chant Gayatri, how
many of us pay our reverence to this great
Riishi – Vishwa Mitra?
As for the Gayatri mantra itself, it consists of
the following two lines
"Om bhur bhuvah svah tat savitur varenyam;
Bhargo devasya dheemahi dhiyo yo nah
prachodayat."
We will try to analyse the mantra. Before doing
that, we must understand a couple things.
(1) Gayatri mantra is not just a pure mantra
alone!! It is, in fact, both a mantra and a prayer.
A pure mantra depends for its effectiveness
upon the power of the mantra Shakti – the
power inherent in the sound. In a few cases,
the mantra may not appear to carry a meaning
on the face of it. Gayatri mantra has inherent in
it a tremendous power. This mantra is then
combined with a prayer. Prayer, offered with
intense devotion and feeling, once again, has
a tremendous power. Thus, when the power of
the mantra is combined with the power of the
prayer, we then get a very potent tool for the
unfoldment of our spiritual potentialities.
(2) The mantra can be viewed to consist of
three well defined parts
(a)The first part consists of the Pranava and
Mahaa Vyaahritis

(b) The second part consists of Tat Savitur
Varenyam Bhargo Devasya Dheemahi
(c)The third part consists of Dhiyo Yo Nah
Prachodayaat
Let us now consider the purpose of these three
parts –
The purpose of the first part is to arouse the
spiritual powers which are latent in the heart of
every human being. The spiritual powers are
transformed from a potential to an active form.
The potency inherent in the sound of the first
part does this function.
The purpose of the second part is to stimulate
in the mind of the Saadhaka, an intense
resolve to come into contact with the consciousness of Savita, the presiding deity of our
solar system.
The purpose of the third part is to bring about
an attitude of self-surrender on the part of the
Saadhaka. This is essential for the flow of
Divine grace (Kripa)
Pranava - OM
Pranava, the humming sound produced by the
one lettered word OM is not an ordinary
mantra. OM is formed by adding the three
letters A, U, M. A represents the physical plane
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and the waking state, U represents the astral
or mental plane and the dreaming state, M
represents all the deep sleep state and that is
unknown and the reach of the intellect even in
our waking state. AUM is regarded as the
symbol of Parabrahman. It is indicated in the
Yoga sutra – “tasya vaachakah Pranavah”. In
fact, the whole Mandukya Upanishad is a commentary on the Pranava. Chant AUM for an
hour and any other word also for one hour. You
will feel the difference yourself.
AUM is regarded to consist of eight limbs –
Akara, Ukara, Makara, Ardhamatra, Nada,
Bindu, Kala and Shakti. All triplets are represented by AUM. Some examples are given
below –
It is impossible for an average reader to understand the occult significance and the meaning
attached to the names referred to in these
Mantras. The mantra Hrim is said to be the
Sthula Pranava and the AUM as the Sookshma Pranava.
The Japa of Pranava is, by itself, an independent and powerful means of spiritual unfoldment. Its inclusion in the Gayatri mantra
increases enormously the effectiveness of
Gayatri.
Maha Vyaahriti
Bhoorbhuvasvah
What Pranava is to the Ishvara of our solar
system the Maha Vyaahritis are to the presiding deities of the lowest three planes in which
we live in our every day-life – namely the physical, astral and mental planes. In the Hindu
scriptures they are called Prithvi, Antariksha
and Swarga. The three deities or Devatas of
the three tattwas (principles) which predominate on the three planes are – Agni, Vaayu and
Aditya. The three Maha Vyaahritis are the Bija
Mantras (seed mantras) of the three deities. It
is true that Ishvara is Lord of all in the Universe. Yet the powers aroused by the Maha
Vyaahritis are indirectly derived from the Lord
Himself. The general power of the Pranava is
supplemented by the special powers of the
Maha Vyaahritis. A story from Chandogya
Upanishad throwing some light on the Maha
Vyaahritis is interesting.


Once Prajapati performed samyama (yogic
meditation) on the nature of the Universe
(Vishwa) and found that the essence of the
physical world (prithvi) was Agni, that of the
Astral world (antariksha) is Vayu and for the
lower heaven (swarga) is Aditya. On further
meditation he found that the essence of Agni
was Rig Veda, that for Vayu was Yajur Veda,
and that for Aditya was Sama Veda. On further
investigation he found that the essence of Rig
Veda was Bhuh, for Yajur Veda it turned out to
be Bhuvah and for Sama Veda it was Suvah.
Prajapati then reflected on the Maha Vyaahritis. Out of this reflection was born AUM. As the
veins pervade all leaves so does AUM pervade
all Vaak (sound)
Though these things belong to different categories, the story brings out the fact that that
they are inter-related. The reason for this is –
that all these are derived from the same
Supreme Reality which differentiates in different ways to produce Shaktis of different types.
In the same way the Maha Vyaahritis may be
considered as a differentiated form of Pranava.
From this story, we can understand that the
Maha Vyaahritis are the Bija mantras of the
three Devatas Agni, Vaayu and Aditya. They
are also the presiding deities for the lowest
three planes in which we live our ordinary lives,
namely the physical (prithvi),astral (antariksha), and mental (Swarga). These are also the
Devatas of the three principles or tattvas which
dominate the three planes. We will come to
that shortly.
We now come to the second part of the Gayatri
mantra –
Tat Savitur Varenyam Bhargo Devasya
Dheemahi
In short it means – we meditate upon the divine
light of that adorable Sun of spiritual consciousness which stimulates our power of spiritual perception. However, there is far more to
it
This is, in fact, an invocation to Savita for more
light or more enlightenment. It is a call of the
individual self to the Supreme Self for the
ultimate goal in life.

ā 
This refers to the Sun in the Solar system. Our
understanding of Sun is - that it is the source of
all kinds of energies which are needed for life
support in the Solar system. But the ancient
Rishis have pointed out that the Sun’s role is
not limited to being the centre and source for
physical life only. In fact, it nourishes other
aspects of life as well – physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual. This Devata, this mighty
and stupendous consciousness, is referred to
as Surya Narayana. Hence, the reference to
Savita is not just for the globe of fire that we
see and feel but for the complete entity including the spiritual Sun of consciousness. One,
who has realised the mystery behind the Sun,
would have gone a long way in realising the
mystery behind the cosmos. Hence, the Savita
of the Gayatri mantra is a fitting objective for a
Saadhaka.



As explained earlier, the Saadhaka surrenders
himself completely. Complete self-surrender
implies destruction of all forms of ego. This is
an essential condition for the flow of Divine
Kripa. The word “dhiya” means Buddhi and
“Prachodayaat” means - may (He) unfold. The
meaning works out as – May He unfold our
Buddhi (consciousness)
One important point to be noted is that the
prayer contained in the Gayatri mantra is for
the benefit of all human beings. In the utter
absence of any selfish motives lies the tremendous spiritual power of the mantra and its
Saadhana.

What is bharga? – the light of Savita.
The spiritual Sun is the very core of the spiritual consciousness. That spiritual consciousness is stepped down in the various lokas or
planes. We contact this minimized version of
His consciousness at different levels by going
into deeper layers of our own consciousness.
However, the Ultimate reality is indivisible and
changeless. When it appears as a limited
version or conditioned consciousness of
grades (bharga) at different planes, one must
understand that we are just experiencing the
reflection of the Ultimate Reality in our mind
(chitta) which gives us an impression of different types of consciousness.
Why is this called Varenyam?
Varenyam in Sanskrit means “excellent”, and
for that reason the most desirable and should
be sought after. Naturally, from what has been
written earlier, its ability to unfold our consciousness and take us on a path that will put
an end to the cycle of births and deaths is the
single most important reason for desiring it.
dhimahi
It is a sankalpa or assertion of determination.
Now we come to the third part –
Dhiyo Yo Nah Prachodayaat
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Swamiji started questioning the reality of life and the world very early in life.
He went through what many people do--get a good education (IIT, Delhi, Topper, Iran
Centre for Management Studies, Tehran, an affiliate of the Harvard University Business
School, MBA, with Distinction), tasted material success, went through a phase of being
known and recognised, travelled the world and observed people, customs and human
interrelationships. However, fundamental questions about life and its reality kept surfacing
repeatedly. For what ultimate purpose does one take any action? Sensing that all the
trappings of success in the world did not satisfy what he was (and every human being
seemed to be) striving for, he started making serious enquiries. Using the excellent training
he had received from formal education as well what he learnt from his observations of life,
he tried to find the answers. He asked many famous and erudite people, read what great
thinkers had to say about the subject matter, discussed with others who too were seeking
answers; all of which drove to him turn to Indian scriptures, sastra. He followed it up until he
reached a traditional guru who could unfold the secrets of the self, using the words of the
sastra. He spent three and a half years living with and learning from his guru, Poojya Swami
Dayananda Saraswati at a gurukulam (a traditional place of learning where students live
with the guru) in Anaikatti in Southern India. Swamiji now lives a life of study and teaching,
and helping anyone who approaches him with a problem, or with a commitment to learn.
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I salute thee – the divine mother of languages – for being the knowledge behind all languages.The
vibrant energy prevalent in nature becomes the akshara. All objects around us, mobile or immobile,
provides the jeeva (vowel) for the languages. Languages are many, scripts are many, human groups
are many, but the tone used by the Aksharas unite. Similarly various Seers (Rishi, Muni), poets and
scholars may have expressed their views through various compositions – yet the philosophy stated
by them all is one – and is based on Satvam. Living and non-living things speak in their own
languages – yet they all convey the same view (mano- dharmam) – as various literary works,
despite using various forms and shapes like prose and poetry, are based on the same root concept.
Let us protect and practice these eternal languages every day - Let us preserve this for the future
and transmit them to our successive generations. Let the love for our languages blossom in our
hearts – and help the sweet, cultural languages express our inner feelings. Salutations to the divine
mother of aksharas, who provides us knowledge, wisdom and fame!
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Support us in our cause to preserve and promote Sanskrit as a community language. We will acknowledge your
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